C omparative effectiveness research frequently uses instrumental variable methods to estimate causal effects. [1] [2] [3] Such methods require investigators to propose a variable (the "instrument") that meets the three instrumental conditions: it is associated with treatment, it causes the outcome only through treatment, and its effect on the outcome is not confounded. commonly proposed instruments are based on facility or physician prescribing preferences 1, 2 (eg, a physician's preference for treatment a over treatment B). even if preference met the instrumental conditions, an additional condition is necessary to identify a causal effect. Most instrumental variable applications assume the additional condition of monotonicity. 3, 4 the monotonicity assumption implies there are no "defiers" (ie, no patients who would be prescribed treatment a when seen by a physician who usually prefers B and would be prescribed treatment B when seen by a physician who usually prefers a) (a rigorous and more general definition is provided below). Under this assumption, instrumental variable methods can be used to identify the average causal effect in the subset of patients who would be prescribed the treatment preferred by any treating physician (ie, the "compliers"). Monotonicity generally cannot be verified because we cannot observe what would have happened had the same patient been treated by another physician.
Monotonicity may be reasonable if patient characteristics naturally collapsed into a single dimension related to treatment decisions (eg, a propensity score), and clinicians had different cutpoints along this continuum for deciding when to prescribe which treatment. However, given the complexity of information physicians integrate into their prescribing decisions, preferences are unlikely to be so cleanly ordered. as a simplified example, consider a physician who generally prefers treatment a, but prescribes treatment B for more physically active patients (eg, because treatment a is associated with risk of motor-skill impairment), and another physician who generally prefers treatment B, but makes exceptions for patients with a family history of diabetes (eg, because a new study suggests such patients might respond better to treatment a). any physically active patient with a family history of diabetes who could potentially have seen either of these providers would "defy" both preferences and thus violate the monotonicity assumption, even conditional on covariates other than physical activity and family history.
Despite many opportunities for monotonicity violations, the possible bias introduced from such violations in instrumental variable analyses has not been previously explored. Moreover, the meaning of monotonicity itself is unclear in realistic applications of instrumental variable analyses with preference-based instruments, something rarely discussed in the literature. Here we (1) define monotonicity and the interpretation of instrumental variable estimates in the context of preference-based instruments and a dichotomous prescribing decision (eg, treatment a versus treatment B); (2) describe a novel study design to assess deviations from monotonicity empirically by surveying physicians about their prescribing preferences and the treatment decisions they would make for a set of hypothetical patients; and (3) implement a pilot study to demonstrate the feasibility of our design to detect monotonicity violations when studying the effects of atypical versus conventional antipsychotic medication on risk of death in the elderly.
DEFINITION OF MONOTONICITY AND INTERPRETATION OF ESTIMATES
For each patient, let Z be the instrument (Z = 1 indicates the patient's physician prefers treatment a, Z = 0 indicates the patient's physician prefers treatment B), X be the treatment (X = 1 indicates being prescribed treatment a, X = 0 indicates being prescribed treatment B), and X z the counterfactual treatment under a given preference z. throughout, we refer to X as "treatment" as shorthand for "being prescribed treatment." We assume that Z is an instrument (ie, the three instrumental conditions hold). if the counterfactuals are deterministic, 5 all patients in the study population can be classified into one of four mutually exclusive compliance types:
• "Always-takers": patients who would be prescribed Treatment a by any physician, ie, patients with X z=1 = X z=0 = 1.
• "Never-takers": patients who would not be prescribed Treatment a by any physician, ie, patients with X z=1 = X z=0 = 0. • "Compliers": patients for whom a physician who prefers treatment a would prescribe treatment a and a physician who prefers treatment B would prescribe treatment B, ie, patients with X z=1 = 1 and X z=0 = 0. • "Defiers": patients for whom a physician who prefers Treatment a would have prescribed treatment B and a physician who prefers treatment B would have prescribed treatment a, ie, patients with X z=1 = 0 and X z=0 = 1.
these compliance types are illustrated in Figure 1 . note compliance types are study-specific and instrument-dependent: a patient is not inherently a complier but is defined as such only in the context of a particular study with respect to a particular proposed instrument. 4, 6 Monotonicity means there are no defiers. When monotonicity and the three instrumental conditions hold, the average treatment effect for the subset of compliers is identifiable (known as the local average treatment effect [late]). 4 the effect in the compliers is a problematic quantity because we generally do not know a patient's compliance type, as we usually observe their treatment under only one physician's preference, and therefore the subset of compliers is unknown.
Moreover, the above compliance types are generally not well defined. to see this, consider a patient for whom some (but not all) physicians who prefer treatment a would prescribe treatment B and some (but not all) physicians who prefer treatment B would prescribe treatment a. Depending on which pair of physicians' treatment decisions we consider, this patient could be a defier, complier, always-taker, or nevertaker. that compliance types are generally ill defined has been rarely 7 mentioned in the instrumental variable literature. We now describe more precise definitions of monotonicity and compliance types.
For a dichotomous or non-dichotomous instrument Z, monotonicity means the counterfactual treatment is a nondecreasing function of the instrument:
where in our example, X i z denotes the treatment that subject i would receive if treated by a physician with preference z. However, the above definition is incomplete because physicians with identical preferences z may treat the same patient differently: if the physician is not explicitly specified, the counterfactuals X z are not well defined. let us then further index the counterfactuals by physician P so that X i z p 1 , denotes the treatment that subject i would have received if treated by physician p who has preference value z 1 . On the one hand, this notation is unnecessary because X X i z p i p 1 , = . On the other hand, this notation makes clear that X i z p 2 , is illdefined because physician p has preference z 1 , not z 2 (ie, it is unclear what is meant by "the treatment subject i would have received if treated by physician p who has preference value z 1 had physician p had, counter to the fact, preference z 2 ").
Monotonicity cannot be satisfactorily defined in terms of either X X
≤ . rather, we need to define monotonicity as FIGURE 1. Illustration of deterministic compliance types using physician's preference as an instrument
where p and p′ represent two different physicians. the above definition is still vague because it does not specify who p and p′ are. One possibility is to require that the inequality applies to all possible (p, p′) pairs: global monotonicity. another possibility is to specify p as the physician who actually treated patient i and p′ as the physician with preference z 2 who would have treated patient i if no physician with z 1 would have been available: local monotonicity. global monotonicity implies local monotonicity. the discussion above illustrates how the late estimated with a dichotomous instrument under (global or local) monotonicity is not a well-defined parameter for preferencebased instruments. the late traditionally is said to estimate the effect in the subpopulation of compliers, but this subpopulation is ill defined for the same reasons that the subpopulation of defiers is ill defined. to provide a precise counterfactual definition of compliers, one would need to specify the physician p′ with preference z 2 who would have treated patient i if no physician with z 1 was available. then patient i would be a complier if X X i z p i z p 1 2 , ,
< . if p or p′ cannot be specified, the ill-definition of compliance types could alternatively be viewed as multiple versions of the instrument. 
STUDY DESIGN AND MEASURES OF MONOTONICITY
Suppose we had administrative data on a cohort of patients prescribed some treatment(s) of interest and are planning to use physician's preference as a proposed instrument to assess the effect of treatment on one or more outcomes using this dataset. in this section, we describe a survey to be completed by the prescribing physicians from the cohort. this supplemental survey allows empirical assessment of the monotonicity condition.
Survey Design
the survey includes two components. the first component presents hypothetical patients and asks physicians for their treatment plans. Hypothetical patients should be described with sufficient information for the physicians to make relatively well-informed decisions, which could be provided in a number of formats. in our pilot study, described in eappendix sections 1-3 (http://links.lww.com/eDe/a894), the information is presented as case histories, ie, as short vignettes describing the reason for visit and relevant patient characteristics. Other formats for presenting the information could also be used such as x-rays or other clinical measures. 9 Decisions about the format and information included depend on the particular study question and the patient characteristics suspected to be most relevant to the treatment decision (including characteristics that may not be measured in the administrative data). the patients should also reasonably represent the original patient population to emulate their counterfactual treatment distribution. Perfect representation will not be feasible, however. For example, in the pilot study described below, we present only a small number of hypothetical patients that are loosely representative of published studies with respect to univariate distributions of measured patient characteristics.
the other component of the study design is an assessment of the physicians' prescribing preferences. One option is to use self-report on prior prescribing history; other options are described in the online supplemental materials (eappendix section 3; http://links.lww.com/eDe/a894). if the study could be linked to administrative data, the measure of preference may come from the original data and/or could be the same measure used in the primary study. the implications of measurement error in the context of assessing monotonicity, 10 including the various measures used in our pilot study, are discussed more fully in our online supplemental materials. the analytic strategy in the main text relies on the assumption that preference is dichotomous and measured without error.
the key to the survey design is that we observe the counterfactual treatments for all of the hypothetical patients had they seen any of the physicians completing the survey. coupled with measures of preference, this allows us to assess monotonicity directly, as described below.
Measures of Monotonicity
By observing all counterfactual treatments made by all physicians for all patients, we can assess global monotonicity by assessing whether, for any patient, there is a physician pair such that the physicians have different levels of preferences and would both prescribe against their preference. global monotonicity aligns with the definition of monotonicity presented in previous literature describing preference-based instruments. 10 global monotonicity may not be directly relevant to understanding the magnitude of bias. However, assessments of local monotonicity and bias require additional assumptions regarding which physicians could see which patients.
We begin by assuming all patients could be seen by all physicians who completed the survey with equal probability and that the physicians' measures are independent from one another. in this case, the distribution of prescribing decisions for all possible physician pairs could be used to estimate the probability a patient i is a particular compliance type: 
where j indexes the m physicians and I() is an indicator function. We can then estimate the probability of each compliance type across all n patients: again, our compliance types will be ill-defined if physicians with the same preference disagree; under our assumption that all patients could be seen by all physicians with equal probability, we can view this as being multiple versions of the instrument. 8 as such, the estimate could be interpreted as follows: if we were to randomly draw a patient from the population and then randomly assign the patient to a relevant physician pair, this is the probability we draw a specific compliance type. For well-defined causal dichotomous instruments, it has been previously demonstrated that bias in the late is a function of the relative proportion of defiers to compliers and the difference between the effects in the compliers and defiers. 4 this is because the estimate is a "weighted" average of the effects in the compliers and defiers, but the "weights" for the defiers are negative. Our survey design could potentially inform the probabilities of each compliance type, whereas we would rely on subject matter knowledge to speculate on the possible difference between the effects in the compliers and defiers. See eappendix 4 (http://links.lww.com/eDe/a894) for consideration of a related estimand.
richardson and robins 11 identified bounds for the late, the average effect within other compliance types, and the average treatment effect in the full study population under the three instrumental conditions plus an assumed feasible distribution of compliance types. When coupled with data from a follow-up study, one could potentially use this survey design to inform the distribution of compliance types, and then compute bounds for these treatment effects using the observed distributions in the cohort data. in practice, the validity of this approach would depend on the same assumptions described above, namely our assumptions regarding which physicians could see which patients and that the hypothetical patients reasonably represented the patients in the cohort study. it is also possible that the estimated distribution of compliance types from the survey design would be incompatible with the cohort data, indicating that one or more of the assumptions are ill-placed. the assumption that all patients could be seen by all physicians with equal probability is unrealistic: for example, patients typically have geographic and insurance restrictions on the physicians they can see. if we had information on such restrictions, the analytic strategy described above could be adapted to include such restrictions by excluding or downweighting the relevant patient-physician pairs. arguably, only two counterfactual treatments would be relevant, if we thought they were well-defined: the treatment given by the physician the patient would have actually seen, and the treatment given by the physician the patient would have seen had they been forced to see a physician of a different preference level. 12, 13 all of the above definitions describe monotonicity when there are only two possible treatments (eg, treatment a or B), when in fact many treatment decisions include other possibilities (eg, treatment c or no treatment). to be consistent with the analytic strategy employed by previously published instrumental variable studies, we exclude observations from analyses in our pilot study when the physicians choose alternative options. However, selecting on treatment in instrumental variable analyses can lead to substantial biases. 14 
PILOT STUDY
We now describe a pilot study using the proposed survey design to assess the monotonicity condition in the context of estimating the effects of atypical and conventional antipsychotic medications. the current implementation has several limitations, most notably a small sample size and low response rate. the results we present are demonstrations of the usefulness and feasibility of such a survey, but we stress that the estimates obtained should be viewed with due skepticism.
Physician Study Population
iMS Health provided data to identify physicians with a relevant medical specialty (family medicine, internal medicine, psychiatry), active history of prescribing antipsychotic medications, and valid email address. 15, 16 Details of the eligibility criteria and the data used to identify these physicians are described in the online supplemental materials (eappendix 2; http://links.lww.com/eDe/a894). We identified 17,665 eligible physicians and contacted a random subsample of 4,800. Physicians were twice emailed information about the study, including a hyperlink to the online questionnaire. Fifty-three (1%) completed the questionnaire. Because survey responses were confidential, we have limited information on the representativeness of the physicians who completed the survey: respondents appeared reasonably representative with respect to medical specialty, but were more likely to be retired or semi-retired. Details of the demographic and medical practice characteristics are described in etable 1 (http://links.lww. com/eDe/a894).
Questionnaire
the hypothetical patient population was informed by four studies [17] [18] [19] [20] with instrumental variable analyses used to estimate the effect of atypical versus conventional antipsychotic medication on death in the elderly. Psychiatrists experienced in prescribing antipsychotic medications were consulted and their input helped assure that each presented scenario was realistic and provided sufficient information to make relatively well-informed prescribing decisions. the full questionnaire is included as an online supplement (eappendix section 1; http://links.lww.com/eDe/a894).
Physicians were presented with vignettes describing hypothetical patients, with information including patient characteristics likely to inform treatment plans: reason for visit, treatment history, relevant comorbidities, general health measures, psychosocial factors, and results from pertinent medical tests. Physicians were asked to consider this information and indicate whether their most likely treatment approach would include prescribing an antipsychotic medication and, if so, whether they would choose a conventional or atypical.
Following each of these (index) vignettes, physicians were asked for their treatment plans given additional information about the hypothetical patient presented in four scenarios (eg, suppose the index patient also had diabetes). these additional scenarios varied personal history, family history, and experiences with prior antipsychotic treatment greater than a year ago. the hypothetical patient population for primary analyses included elderly patients featured in 20 scenarios with a distribution of age, sex, likely indications, and comorbidities approximating the distributions in previous studies (etable 2; http://links.lww.com/eDe/a894). [17] [18] [19] [20] We also included five scenarios regarding a younger patient with schizophrenia (data not shown).
We present results using the analytic strategies described above for this study design. the results in the main text are based on only one measure of preference: self-report of the class of antipsychotic medication prescribed to the most recent patient initiating antipsychotic medication. Descriptions of the other proxies assessed, and accompanying results, can be found in the online supplemental materials (eappendix section 3, etables 3 and 4, eFigures 1 and 2; http://links.lww. com/eDe/a894).
Results
Six physicians (12%) last prescribed a conventional antipsychotic, whereas 47 physicians (88%) prescribed an atypical antipsychotic. across all patients and physicians, the majority (73%) of antipsychotic prescriptions were for an atypical antipsychotic. global monotonicity was violated, in that there was at least one pair of physicians for at least one patient who prescribed opposite of their preferences: in fact, such violations were apparent for 17 patients (85%). across physician pairs, some patients were never labeled a defier and others were defiers nearly a quarter of the time (Figure 2 ). Patient #8, for example, never exhibited a monotonicity violation because no physician prescribed her conventional antipsychotic medication. in contrast, physicians often treated Patients #19 and #20 against their prescribing preference. to illustrate this, the distribution of prescribing decisions by physicians' preference for Patients #8 and #19 are provided in table. the estimated proportion of defiers was 10%; the proportion of compliers was 34% (Figure 2) .
By comparing the probabilities of being a defier for the four base vignettes with their additional scenarios, we found that comorbidities and prior adverse reactions to antipsychotic medications were associated with an increased probability of being a defier. For example, Patient #1 had an estimated 0.04 probability of being a defier, but when the physicians were instructed that this patient also had a recent myocardial infarction and a recent hip fracture (Patient #5), his estimated probability was 0.16. rather than indicating that comorbidities are associated with an increased probability of being a defier, however, this observation could be an artifact of the question structure, which was primarily used to shorten survey time but which may have encouraged the physicians to switch their treatments for the modified vignettes.
the four previously published instrumental variable studies reported a median effect in the compliers of 8.1 deaths per 100 patients for conventional versus atypical antipsychotic medication. this estimate would be biased if defiers exist and we expected effect heterogeneity (Figure 3 ). Some evidence for such effect heterogeneity is apparent in previous studies: the effect estimates differ between communitydwelling patients and nursing home patients (eg, a difference in risk differences of up to eight deaths per 100 patients). [18] [19] [20] Because the probability of being a defier was associated with having multiple medical complications, this suggests the difference between the effect in compliers and defiers may be of similar magnitude. if the proportion of defiers in these four studies had been 10%, and that of compliers 34%, and we expected differences in effects between the compliers and defiers between five and 10 deaths per 100 patients, the corrected effect in the compliers would be between 3.9 and 6.0 deaths per 100 patients (% bias = 35%-108%). the effect in the defiers would be closer to the null or of opposite sign (-6.1 to 1.0 deaths per 100 patients).
DISCUSSION
We described and demonstrated a study design for empirically assessing the monotonicity assumption in the context of preference-based instruments. Our findings raise concerns of potential bias for all instrumental variable analyses proposing preference-based instruments to estimate the late. this finding of widespread monotonicity violations is not unexpected. as discussed in the introduction, monotonicity may be reasonable for instruments that have only one dimension encouraging treatment (eg, as it was initially proposed in the context of a randomized design), but questionable for any instrument, such as physician's preference that has more than one dimension of encouragement. 9, 21 We used our pilot study results to propose corrected estimates of previously published studies of antipsychotic medication prescribing decisions. as previously presented, the late estimates from these studies suggest that atypical antipsychotic medication is safer for one quarter to onethird of the study population, with no evidence for the rest of the population. With our bias adjustments, we may instead conclude that atypical antipsychotic medication would be slightly preferable for 34% of the population, whereas for 10% of the population conventional antipsychotics would likely be preferable, and for 56% of the population we remain uncertain. However, even this conclusion is incomplete as it does not capture the fact that the 34% and 10% are not just unidentifiable subsets, but are only well defined if we know the relevant physician pairs that would have treated each patient. Moreover, such a conclusion rests on several strong assumptions, eg,: (1) that our patients could be seen with equal probability by all survey respondents, (2) that preference is dichotomous and measured without error, (3) that the prescribing decisions of the physicians who responded to the survey adequately represented the prescribing decisions of all physicians who could have seen these patients, and (4) that our hypothetical patient population would have been treated similarly to the prior study populations. We do not believe that any of these assumptions hold perfectly or even approximately in our pilot study, and view the bias corrections as a demonstration of the type of results such a survey can provide. adequate understanding of compliance types and correction for bias due to monotonicity violations in a particular study demands that investigators conduct their own empirical assessment. that said, the limitations notwithstanding, our pilot study provides valid empirical evidence against global monotonicity, and highlights the possibility of large biases and issues with ill-definition in preference-based instrumental variable analyses.
causal inference requires untestable assumptions, whether using instrumental variable or other methods. the onus is on the investigators to demonstrate why any assumption made appears reasonable and the extent to which a violation of the assumption may affect their conclusions.
3,4 the current study underscores skepticism about the use of preference-based instrumental variable methods to estimate the late, indicating that at best it applies to a not just unidentifiable but ill-defined subset of the population, and offers an approach to understand the magnitude of potential bias when the monotonicity assumption does not hold.
